Abib Update: Tuesday March 19, 2019
Greetings once again from Israel!
I personally do not like flying, so imagine the trip over to Israel going in and out of
airports and planes. The trip home is longer (going against the jet stream) but
seems to pass quicker. Maybe that is wishful thinking on my part!
For all of you old timers who have been engaged in the calendar wars for the
nephesh (body and soul) of Messiah, you are probably shocked because I have
broken from my pattern of not making a second trip to the Land prior to
Passover/UB. I have never done this at any time in the past 18 years. I think we
mentioned in the summation report that we are NOT going away! In fact, the
battle is intensifying! We have had a fiduciary with the body of Messiah as to the
Abib Calendar for a long time. Thus the reason to now deal with the issue that I
introduced the author of the anti-Christ/Messiah fake Abib calendar to the COG
portion of the body (discussed in our recorded Sabbath session available on our
website and YouTube titled “History is the Memory of a People” – 3/16/2019). So
onward Christian soldiers, the fight is ours to continue.
If you want to put a title to what is contained in this report with all the pictures,
video’s and script you can use one of two: “You Are Without Excuse” or “Who is
a Liar, but He Who is Anti-Christ/Messiah.” Both will fit well. Both are warnings
to us all.
The lessons learned in 2016 still ring in our ears. We (Linda, Gisela, and I)
produced more than enough evidences to start the new year for the Month of
Abib, not the day of Abib. The anti-Christ/Messiah adversary of the body, jumped
into his normal frenzy of events trying to discount them and demanded people
follow his enlightened proclamations even though they have no biblical standing.
He insisted you not listen to unlearned people like us. He uses the tactics of his
master in such things, mixing truth with error thereby creating a new narrative,
and of course, all out of context. Last Sabbath we exposed (in the recorded zoom
presentation identified above) how this “angel of light” changed the criteria basis
for acceptable standards of barley. In 2005/2006 he changed what we had all
agreed on and set-in-stone from our own individual studies prior to joining up in
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2002. He changed the standard of barley being aviv by the middle of the first
month to that of the last day of the 12th month. You can hear it all on the
recording and follow along through our unaltered reporting each year. It is a
record that exposes the lies that have developed around his heretical teaching.
Please do not be swayed by his surrogates and apologists as to his teachings on
the calendar being that of the Karaite faith. They are not. These teachings are
from a Karaite who has a small following in Judaism with a much more deceived
following in Christianity. Thus, we call it the Nehemiaite traditions for they are
from his own delusions.
Over the years we have shared all the reports with all their details on our Abib
Report page. Many of the newcomers to this watershed doctrine at the end of
this age would benefit from reading them based on comments I have seen. They
are the historical record with a lot of agricultural instruction tied to scripture.
The other watershed doctrine that we use often as our second witness of the
members of the body is simply this: you will know them by the love they have
for one another. That does not mean we are to allow the enemies of the body to
deceive and have dominion over it.
All of the surrogates and apologists of the anti-Christ/Messiah Abib calendar
jumped right in to support his proclamation to intercalate the year in 2016 and
are back at it again in many cases. Some of these people have actually crept into
the body unawares because they wrapped themselves in a mantle of Messiah.
(They are really easy to identify). With that accomplished, they can walk amongst
us freely sowing their discord, all the while pretending to be objective and
constantly moving things into a direction pleasing to their master. He is the
discredited author to those who have their eyes wide open. Messiah says they are
actually twice the son of hell that their master is. The year 2016 was a feeding
frenzy for the wolves and hirelings. It did not sit well with the Elohim and They
moved to assist those who had believed the lie.
I think it was on wavesheaf day in 2016, based on our start of that year, that the
author of the alternate abib calendar decided to make a video of himself standing
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in a field of aviv barley, declaring it did not matter that it was aviv, because he
had declared an additional month to let it ripen. Thus, the barley would be left to
rot in the fields. I have no doubt our Creators put it into his mind to do so, which
means They had held up the normal voices in his head, placed there by the prince
of the power of the air, until he set himself in the seat of Elohim by overriding all
the evidence They had placed in creation. That was a course correction for all who
had eyes to see and ears to hear. As a result, he was heckled and driven into
hiding in the shadows in Calendar things. However, he still had a front established
for himself to use for launching his anti-Christ/Messiah proclamations.
Now we find ourselves here in 2019 being faced with a similar setting. He is not
going to be so stupid and arrogant to repeat his boastful error of 2016. We knew
he would do the opposite of our reports and make every effort to try to proclaim
it is still winter. We addressed this in our recorded meeting on Sabbath (March
16, 2019) if I remember correctly. We could have waited for him to show up on
Sunday the 24th of this month standing in a green field of some sort of grain and
declaring the righteousness of his decision. But we did not wait. I am here now in
the Land with the irrefutable record of witness displayed in the barley as to the
start of the year. It was 70 degrees when I landed yesterday and it will be heading
well above that today and for several more days as we discussed this past
Sabbath for those who tuned in.
There are brethren out there who have a crisis of conscience because of the chaos
and confusion he and his surrogates and apologists have caused by presenting a
false narrative about our reporting. He does not care about anyone else’s
reporting, just ours, due to the history we have had together. I know who he is
and for that matter also know his surrogates and apologists. Folks who have
followed the reports for years looked at his efforts this year for what they were.
They are used to his tactics. Unfortunately, it played havoc with some who are
babes to the Abib Calendar of Messiah and to some who adore him because of his
“Hebrew heritage.” The Pharisees had a Hebrew heritage as well, as were the
majority of them also anti-Christ/Messiah. When you add to that the chorus of
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confusion coming from the mixed multitude and tares (which are mixed into
many of the website forums), a terrible situation developed.
Please do not misunderstand what is taking place here with the Abib Calendar. As
we discussed from a historical perspective this past Sabbath, there are dueling
Calendars. One we term as the Nehemiaite Abib Calendar, the other as the
Messiah Abib Calendar. The first is a delusional attempt to take Messiah out of it
by one who is of a professed anti-Christ/Messiah mindset, yet still makes every
effort to flush out cash from lots of dumbed down Christians. His intercalations
are of his own design and deliberately leave the First of the firstfruit, firstfruits,
and much of the general harvest to be destroyed in the field due to age and all
that goes with that.
The second Calendar mentioned here recognizes every major function of our
Messiah in the Plan of Salvation. He is the Lamb and Wavesheaf of Fathers
household. He is the First of the Firstfruits of the humble grain harvest which
bows before Father. He is the First of the firstfruits (which are those called by
Father who will also be chosen by Him the Son, and who will remain faithful
through it all) and then the general harvest to follow. This is all intricate to the
Plan of Salvation. This will be the subject of a new article series on the site with
the first chapters coming soon. It will cover the time from the angelic creation up
to Jacob.
As an anti-Christ/Messiah, the author of the fake calendar will do whatever he is
allowed to do to deny the truthful start of the annual rehearsals of the realities to
come. We understand that each appointed time of meeting with the Elohim is
merely a rehearsal of a future reality to take place. If one misses the correct start,
one transgresses, trying to insert and imitate days that are not sanctified.
Spiritual lives are at stake here. There are some in the body who are still playing
nice with the author of this fake calendar and his apologists and surrogates. The
apostle John commands us to have absolutely nothing to do with them in 2 John
7-11. We voiced this very loudly in 2005 when he deceived so many brethren to
follow his proclamation of a normal year. John instructs us to not even greet them
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or we will be deemed by the Elohim to share in their evil deeds. That is a simple
understanding. By the actions of some, it is apparent they feel they have a
righteousness greater than John’s. That is really sad.
For us at the Abib Fellowship, we are engaged in a filthy spiritual war, it is a neverending fight on behalf of those in the body who are not old enough by reason of
use of the spirit to defend themselves. We have sharpened the sword of the spirit
of truth long ago and are not afraid to use it. Our spiritual armor has been tried
and tested and used much and will continue to be if we read the Book carefully. It
is time to put the filthy leaven of the anti-Christ/Messiah calendar out for good.
Every single one of us has to make choices. That is why there is another sifting
taking place this year. Many are called but few chosen and as we learn from
Revelation 17:14 even less who will remain faithful.
The evidence given here as a follow up to what was reported the week of March
3rd during the inspections is a clear and honest warning to those who have been
dumbed down or deceived by the anti-Christ/Messiah mentality of the false Abib
calendar. Please open your eyes to the decision of the Elohim and the start of the
new year and Month of Abib. We gave 10 biblical witnesses to it in our
summation.
Over the years Linda and I have been able to teach and train lots of brethren in
the art of determining the state of aviv in the barley. Often it has been at great
expense to ourselves. The Elohim are the Ones who have made that possible
through the work of our own hands. Some of these folks have their own
mechanisms and formats for reporting. Training others has and always will be our
goal. We often still supply some of them with information deemed accurate to
post for educational purposes even though we don’t use this information
ourselves, for it is always good to have multiple voices as a witness. We did a lot
of that this past year knowing the potential of what would ensue. It is a work we
do for the body in love as do those who work with us.
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The reports from every year are available for all, as has been our pattern for the
past 18 years. We have preserved the original written records with spelling
mistakes and all the rest. We hope you have a peaceful Passover and UB season in
Messiah’s name.
Our Peace we give to you.
Brian and Crew.

The following pictures were taken as irrefutable evidence of Aviv
barley on 3/19/2016 during follow-up trip to Israel.

Historically early field
Barley well past Lev
2:14

Wavesheaf location Photo #2

Wavesheaf location Photo #1
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acres of wild aviv barley

wild barley
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West of Sderot

Misc field up to Tel Aviv
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Misc field up to Tel Aviv

Misc field up to Tel Aviv
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8.3 stage domestic, self seeded,
2 and 6 row barley, red strain

Barley in early dough stage
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Barley in hard dough stage

Barley in hard dough stage
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Domestic 2 and 6 row barley

Domestic 2 and 6 row barley
Domestic 2 and 6 row barley
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